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RICH
Live a life that lights you up and sets your soul on fire
Create unlimited wealth doing something you love
Be surrounded by people who love and support you in
fulfilling your dreams

SEXY
Feel like a “Rock Star” - know your worth - and claim
your value
Feel insanely confident in your body - celebrate
yourself – and honor your needs and desires
Allow yourself to receive as much pleasure as
possible and live in a state of wonder and ecstasy

FREE
Live life on your own terms – inspire others
– and make an impact
Experience peace of mind – be free of
limiting beliefs – and connected to your soul
on the deepest level
Be a powerful woman who feels free to live
your dreams and has the ability to do so

Being “rich” encompasses so many
things. Yes, it represents financial freedom,
luxury and material possessions, but it goes
way beyond money.
It’s about creating a life that’s rich in
meaning – a life that feeds your soul – is
filled with passion – and fuels you on every
level (physically, mentally, emotionally,
spiritually and financially).
It’s about being in right relationship with
yourself – your finances – your body – and
your relationships with others. Being “rich”
is about creating a life that lights you up and
sets your soul on fire!
Financially, being rich is about having an
empowered relationship with money - using
it to fund your deepest heart’s desires –
unapologetically and without shame.
It’s about releasing the financial struggle,
eliminating your money blocks and soaring
financially – allowing prosperity and
abundance into every area of your life.
Emotionally, being rich is about being
surrounded by people who love and support
you in fulfilling your purpose and heartfelt
dreams.

It means feeling safe and secure and living
an inspired life.
Being rich is about allowing yourself to
receive all of life’s treasures: love, money,
pleasure, and rewards. It’s about being rich
in life and in love and having the ability to
live the life you’ve always wanted.
My mentor used to always say, "Choosing
between love and money is like choosing
between your arm or your leg. Rich people
think, 'and' - poor people think, 'or.'"
So often I hear women tell me they feel like
they have to choose between money or
spirituality - family or business - passion or
friendship - pleasure or success.
I don’t know about you, but I'm committed
to a life filled with passion, pleasure,
intimacy and ecstasy. A life filled with
meaning, connection and a deep spiritual
purpose.
A life of “and” instead of “or.”
Success and soul. Money and meaning.
Pleasure and play. Passion and partnership.
Love and friendship. Intimacy and ecstasy.
What are you committed to experiencing?

WELCOME TO
MY PLAYGROUND
Where Women Build Empires,
Create Money Magic,
& Live In Ecstasy!

WANT TO PLAY?

IMAGINE ...
Generating wealth based on feminine principles and
becoming a savvy money manager. (It’s easier than you
think!)
Doubling your income doing something you
absolutely love.
Feeling more alive, passionate and sexy and owning
your power and unlocking your charisma.
Creating your ideal body through pleasure, intimacy
and ecstasy and transforming your relationship to
food. (Say goodbye to gimmicks + fad diets forever!)
Experiencing mind-blowing, passionate, heartcentered, soulful sex that lights you up and excites
you. (Yes, even if you’re single, your sex life can be on
fire!)
Carrying more personal power and magnetism and
allowing more love into your life. (Say hello to new
creative, artistic energy too!)
Living life on your terms and “having it all” (whatever
that means to you): Time, money, freedom, a sexy
body, a passionate love life and an exciting, luxurious,
jet-setter lifestyle.

CREATE A LIFE
THAT LIGHTS YOU UP
& Sets Your Soul On Fire

When I started my coaching business in
2004, I was so incredibly passionate and lit
up by my work. I was easily making over
6-figures, and business was flowing to me
without my having to seek it out.
I worked with hundreds of extraordinary
people. I spoke at events with industry
leaders like Mark Victor Hansen (the
“Chicken Soup for the Soul” guru) and was
a top coach for T. Harv Eker’s “Millionaire
Mind” coaching program.
After 7 years of amazing experiences and
opportunities, I experienced a devastating
loss – my business crumbled – I injured
my back – and I ended a long-term
relationship all at the same time.
Depression and devastation don’t even
begin to describe my experience! I went
from the highest point in my life to the
lowest low.

After so many losses, I needed to
reevaluate every aspect of my life. I lost
the magic and spark I once felt and
pulled away from the industry to focus on
other passions and explore my "feminine"
side.
At the time, I didn't know how to create
success the feminine way and took a
"sabbatical" while working with a few
select clients.
I traveled extensively and dove into
women’s work like it was my full-time job
– taking tantra – tapping - and everything
in-between.
I was determined to reclaim my life – live
in a different way – experience a new
level of success that didn't deplete me –
and clear the programming that created
such a heart-wrenching, shameful "boomand-bust" experience in my life.

For a while, I swung to the other end of
the pendulum and felt like I had to
choose between money + business or my
softer, spiritual, more feminine side.
Along the way, I discovered how to have
it all … and you can too!
You can be multi-talented, super
feminine and successful! Best of all, you
don’t have to apologize for wanting
immense wealth and can embrace all
aspects of yourself: your spiritual side,
your playful side, your business side,

your super “nerdy” side (if you’re
anything like me), and the part of you
that loves all things feminine: clothes,
make-up, sexy high heels, champagne,
dresses, jewelry, and all things glitzy and a
bit “much” by many people’s standards.
You can have your cake and eat it too
(literally and figuratively).
I learned that I can be me and can make
money because of my many interests and
passions – not in spite of them – and so
can you!

IGNITE YOUR POWER.
UNLEASH YOUR SOUL.

Liberate Your Pleasure.

CATAPULT YOUR SUCCESS
6 Levels of Evolution & Empowerment
In order to create mind-blowing success – vibrant health – and the intimacy and ecstasy
you desire requires a multi-dimensional approach and diving deep into six levels.
Success in one or two areas won't create the happiness, fulfillment and “magic” you’re
craving.
After all, you have many sides to your personality. You’re more than just a businesswoman.
As a feminine entrepreneur, you need pleasure and passion to feel complete.
You need time with friends and time to explore your interests and hobbies, in addition to
having a wildly successful business.

FINANCIAL
SEXUAL
SPIRITUAL
EMOTIONAL
MENTAL
PHYSICAL

RICH. SEXY. FREE
Skyrocket Your Income. Become Magnetic. Liberate Yourself!

BUSINESS

MONEY

Build Your Empire
(The Feminine Way)

Become A Wealthy
Woman Of Influence

BODY BLISS

SENSUALITY

Insane Body-Confidence
Physical Empowerment

Intimacy + Ecstasy
Sexual Expansion

LIFESTYLE

LIFE PURPOSE

Ignite Your Power
Life By Design

Unleash Your Soul
Awakening + Alignment

6 PILLARS OF OUTRAGEOUS SUCCESS
PILLAR 1: BUILD YOUR EMPIRE (THE FEMININE WAY)
Stand confidently in your power without intimidating others
Lead with your soul and become an influencer in your field
Create a brand that eliminates competition (aka: “Brand Seduction”)
Explode your visibility with ease and excitement
Overcome the fears that hold women entrepreneurs back (i.e., Fear of being
vulnerable, fear of not being “good enough,” and many others)
Use the power of your femininity and brilliance to catapult your success
Balance “masculine” and “feminine” structures for effortless creation

PILLAR 2: BECOME A WEALTHY WOMAN OF INFLUENCE
Discover how rich women think and what sets them apart
Transform your money story and eliminate your money blocks
Release money shame and trust yourself with money
Raise your rates - charge your worth – and earn more money
Increase your “Financial Comfort Zone” and eliminate income barriers
Create powerful wealth structures to support your financial goals
Develop a wealthy mindset and vibe that calls money to you

PILLAR 3: SEXY. FIT. FREE. ENTREPRENEURS
Discover the link between your body – your business – and your bank
account
Feel like a “Rock Star” - awaken your charisma – and easily attract money,
clients, intimacy and more
Use your body wisdom and rhythms to create greater success
Break free from body-hell and feel insanely confident
Banish body shame and increase your self worth (aka: Become a “money
magnet!”)

PILLAR 4: SEX MAGIC + MANIFESTATION (THE POWER OF PLEASURE)
Discover the secret between money, sex + feminine power
Channel your sexual energy into creative, artistic energy - adding a whole
new depth to your life and business
Feel more vibrant, alive, passionate and sexy and activate your “Wow
Factor” – that special something that makes you totally captivating and
magnetic
Heal your vow to never carry a high level of power
Use your sexual power to make more money and manifest your desires

PILLAR 5: CREATE THE ULTIMATE FREEDOM-BASED LIFESTYLE
Design a rich, meaningful life that includes fun, pleasure, adventure, and
time with loved ones (while rocking your business + bank account!)
Embrace your feminine desires and confidently move towards them
See how the world needs you to be wealthy and share your gifts
Know your worth – claim your value – and feel totally empowered

PILLAR 6: UNLEASH YOUR SOUL
Connect to your soul at the deepest level and create a soul-centered life
Live with purpose - make an impact – and profit
Break free of limiting beliefs and experience total peace of mind
Create powerful rituals to support your heart’s desires
Feel free and expansive around money, food, sex and the soul – all things
“taboo” in our culture
Awaken to money, pleasure, intimacy, ecstasy, love and freedom (and know
in your core you deserve them)

THE BUSINESS MAP
Build Your Empire (The Feminine Way)
Imagine creating a 6 or 7-figure business – leaving a legacy – and being an authority
in your field. You deserve to be successful – a woman of influence – a wealthy
woman.
You deserve to follow your dreams unapologetically. You deserve time with family
and friends – the luxury of pampering yourself – and the ability to pursue your
passions.
This is your right, your destiny and your opportunity.
To have a wildly successful business, you need solid systems, structures and
marketing in place in addition to savvy money management practices - a killer
mindset – and unshakeable confidence!

SATISFACTION

DEVELOPMENT

NETWORK

ONLINE MARKETING

Do you love what you
do - not including
your income?

Sales
Marketing
Business expertise

Coaches + mentors
People who can help
you achieve your goals

Sales funnels
Captivating opt-ins
Social media, etc.

BRANDING

SALES CALLS

STRUCTURES

LEADERSHIP

Authentic brand that
attracts your soulmate
(ideal) clients

Sell from a place of
service - Feel
masterful + powerful

Solo-mailers
Legacy series
Socail media platforms

Copywriter
Virtual assistant
Social media expert

VISIBILITY

INCOME NOW

MONEY MANAGER

MONEY MINDSET

Regularly step outside
your comfort zone +
market yourself fully

Consistent sales
Know your value
Increase net worth

Track expenses
Conscious spending
Values-based budget

Healthy relationship
with money - Feel
expansive + free

THE LIFESTYLE MAP
Pleasure As Your Pathway To Success
As a woman, your bank account is just as important as how you feel emotionally. You
need pleasure and passion to feel complete. You need time with friends and time to
explore your hobbies, in addition to creating wealth and prosperity.
Fortunately, when your personal life and health are thriving, your business is
booming!
Imagine … No more struggle. No more burnout. Peace of mind. Unlimited freedom.
Travel. Luxury. Extraordinary health. Confidence. Inspiration.
Pleasure as your pathway to success!
It's time to take a stand for the "and" ... Success and soul. Money and meaning.
Pleasure and play. Passion and partnership. Love and friendship. Intimacy and ecstasy.

HEALTH + FITNESS

BODY-CONFIDENCE

PERSONAL DEV.

SPIRITUALITY

Healthy weight
Self-respect
Appearance

Feel like a "Rock Star"
in your body At peace

Engage in learning
activities not related
to business

Have a practice that
makes you feel
grounded + peaceful

LOVE RELATIONSHP

SELF-LOVE

SEXUALITY

FAMILY + HOME

Shared Goals
Intimacy
Communication

Make self-honoring
choices and appreciate
your gifts +talents

Even if you're single,
you can be completely
sexually satisfied

Happy home
environment - Close
with your family

COMMUNITY

PLEASURE + PLAY

PERSONAL POWER

MONEY

Like-minded friends
who are a positive
influence + supportive

Take time to play
daily + enjouy yourself
without feeling guilty

Feel empowered
Easily set boundaries
Know your worth

Healthy relationship
with money - Feel
supported by money

MONEY MASTERY MAP
Money Miracles & Manifestation
As you get real about money, you start creating a lot more! Affirmations and
mindset work are great, but they’re not enough.
It’s time to change your association with money, mistakes, success and failure.
It’s time to approach money in a way that honors you and nourishes your soul.
It's time to feel free and expansive around money and allow it to serve you.
Imagine ... No more struggle around money. No more debt. Feeling empowered.
Peace of mind. Unlimited freedom.
The world needs you to be wealthy and share your gifts. This is your chance!

INCOME NOW

PASSIVE INCOME

MONEY MANAGER

MONEY RITUALS

Consistent sales
Know your value
Increase net worth

Knowledge
Investments
Financial Team

Track expenses
Conscious spending
Values-based budget

Practices to up-level
Wealth Structures
Money Dates

INNER WEALTH

RICH MINDSET

MONEY CONFIDENCE

MONEY BLUEPRINT

Feel deserving of big
money, love, success +
all of life's treasures

Millionaire Mindset
Wealthy vibe that calls
money to you quickly

Trust yourself with
money - Spend in
alignment with dreams

Understand family
paradigm + moved
beyond past programs

MONEY LOVE

OUTRAGEOUS GOALS

FINANCIAL FREEDOM

MONEY + MEANING

Positive association
with money - Feel
free + empowered

Set big money goals
Feel excited + move
forward easily

Powerful Wealth
Structures set up to
support goals + desires

Success + Soul
Faith + Fortune
Purpose + Profits

HEALTH & WELLNESS MAP
Feel Insanely Confident In Your Body
Your body is the foundation of your power and the base of your magnetic ability
and impacts your life, business and income in every way.
When you heal your relationship with your body, you have a powerful presence and
easily magnetize things to you: money, clients, intimacy and much more!
A woman who feels confident and healthy exudes charisma and that special
something that you can’t put your finger on.
As self-judgment and disappointment around your body slip away, you awaken
your passion, creativity and “Wow Factor.”
These are the qualities that set your business on fire and make you a money
magnet!

BODY-CONFIDENCE

OPTIMAL HEALTH

ECSTATIC EXERCISE

INTUITIVE EATING

Feel like a "Rock Star"
in your body Celebrate your body

Peace of mind
Healthy weight
Loving relationships

Use exercise as an
expression of self-love
Pleasurable exercise

Honor your cravings
Listen to your body
Peace around food

BODY WISDOM

SEXUAL FITNESS

SELF-LOVE

PLEASURE

Allow your body to
guide you + honor its
wisdom + messages

Sexual empowerment
Sex that creates deep
intimacy + healing

Self-Esteem
Self-Respect
Self-Honoring

Allow yourself to
receive pleasure,
passion, ecstasy + bliss

WOW-FACTOR

SELF-CARE RITUALS

FEMININE POWER

SPIRITUAL WARRIOR

Magnetic
Charismatic
Vibrant + Sexy

Regular practices that
ground + nourish you
EFT, meditation, etc.

Know your worth
Claim your value
Own your power

Live with purpose
Connected to your soul
at the deepest level

SEXUAL EXPANSION MAP
Live In A State Of Wonder & Ecstasy
Being a fully empowered woman means being sexually empowered as well. Real
intimacy and connection are so important to our health, happiness and overall wellbeing. It can’t be denied.
Our sexual energy is powerful and truly miraculous in ways most women don’t
realize. This raw life force energy can transform every area of your life!
You can channel your sexual energy into potent creative energy that adds a whole
new depth and dimension to your business. You can also use your femininity and
sensuality to make more money - live with passion and purpose – and let more love
into your relationships.
When you feel sexually empowered, you’re more confident and magnetic. This
translates into more business and more dynamic relationships!

GRATIFICATION

LOVE RELATIONSHIP

SELF-LOVE

GOURMET SEX

Even if you’re single,
you can be completely
sexually satisfied!

Romance
Shared goals
Communication

Self-Esteem
Self-Respect
Self-Honoring

Sex that creates deeper
intimacy and allows
for healing + growth

ORGASMIC BLISS

PLEASURE RITUALS

OPEN HEART

EROTIC NATURE

Enjoy all kinds of
orgasms like G-spot,
cervical, full-body, etc.

Pleasure yourself
regularly + discover
what pleases you

Authentic
Vulnerable
Transparent

Embrace your wild,
feminine sensuality Love being a woman

PERSONAL POWER

MAGNETISM

SEX MAGIC

INTIMACY + ECSTASY

Physical, mental,
emotional, sexual +
financial power

Charisma
Wow-factor
Insane confidence

Channel your sexual
energy into powerful
creative energy

Feel safe to be yourself,
express your desires +
connect deeply

SPIRITUAL WARRIOR MAP
Create A Life That Sets Your Soul On Fire
What happens “in” your business is a direct reflection of what happens “outside”
your business. When your personal life is on fire, your business is booming!
Being empowered means feeling confident on every level: Physically, mentally,
emotionally, spiritually, sexually and financially. How can you possibly choose
between one or the other? You can’t.
Your health fuels your business. Your body guides your intuition. Rest gives you
the strength to move forward. Meditation calms your mind. Prayer connects you
to your purpose.
Passion ignites your creativity. Love nourishes your soul. Heart-centered sex
invigorates you and connects you to your power source. It's time embrace all parts
of yourself and create success from the inside-out!

PEACE OF MIND

LIFE PURPOSE

SELF-LOVE

SELF-CARE

Free of limiting beliefs
Follow your dreams
unapologetically

Ministry
Global Impact
Spiritual Leadership

Commit to yourself
Stand for yourself
Celebrate yourself

Pleasure
Pampering
Grounding

INSPIRATION

DEEP DEVOTION

OPEN HEART

FAITH

Intuition
Alignment
Manifestation

Loyalty
Worship
Reverence

Authentic
Vulnerable
Transparent

Complete surrender
Trust in something
greater than yourself

LOVE

SERVICE

EMPOWERMENT

FREEDOM

Surrounded by
people who support
your deepest desires

Legacy
Influence
Contribution

Success + Soul
Passion + Profits
Purpose + Prosperity

Life on your terms
Heartfelt dreams
Financial bliss

WHO IS THIS MENTORSHIP FOR?
Elevate - Ignite - Infuse
1. It’s for fierce, powerful, sexy + soulful women on a mission. (And those who want to step
into that space!)
2. It’s for the woman who wants to create a 6 or 7-figure business, leave a legacy and be an
authority in her field.
3. It’s for the female entrepreneur who is ready to build her empire using the power of her
femininity.
4. It’s for the woman who is done worrying about money and is ready to create money
miracles and step into her power!
5. It’s for the soulful entrepreneur who is done waiting for the earth-moon-and-stars to align
before saying, “Yes!” to her life!
6. It’s for the multi-dimensional, multi-passionate woman who is ready to embrace all sides
of herself and live an authentic life.
7. It’s for the woman who wants it all - A life filled with passion, pleasure, intimacy and
ecstasy. A life filled with meaning, connection and a deep spiritual purpose.
8. It’s for the woman who is unapologetic about her desires and is ready to claim them.
9. It's for the woman who takes a stand for the “And” … Success and soul. Money and
meaning. Pleasure and play. Passion and partnership. Love and friendship. Intimacy and
ecstasy.
10. It’s for women like you who are ready to become “fearless” and move forward now.

WHY WORK WITH ME?
Unleashed. Untamed. Uninhibited.
I’m not just another Business Coach or Marketing Guru. I work with the “total woman”
and have an extensive background in business, psychology, spirituality, sacred sexuality,
and women’s health and bring a unique perspective to my work.
Through the experience of coaching hundreds of women – overcoming the highs and
lows of making it big and losing it all – and cultivating the strength and determination
required to “rise from the ashes,” I know what it takes to create an empowered
relationship with money – a wildly successful business - and an epic life that lights you
up and brings you to ecstasy.
I’ve helped hundreds of people create 6 + 7-figure businesses and design lives
of meaning, passion, and purpose
I’m a Certified Tapping Into Wealth Coach, Sacred Femininity (Tantra)
Facilitator, and I have 2 Masters Degrees: Spiritual Psychology + Sport
Management
I built a 6-figure business
I overcame my own battles with money, business, invisibility and burnout
I was Top Coach for Peak Potentials - T. Harv Eker's "Millionaire Mind"
Coaching Program
I was Lead Instructor for a coaching academy and designed a program that was
accredited by ICF (aka: The largest coaching federation worldwide)
I was featured in "Living the Life of My Dreams: Essays & Interviews with 30
Ordinary People Living EXTRAordinary Lives"
I know you’re an intelligent, courageous woman, and if I can do these kinds of things, so
can you!
If you’re tired of playing small and want a complete transformation of your life and
business, I invite you to contact me today so we can explore your next steps to becoming
a fully empowered woman.

Not sure which program is best for you?
REQUEST YOUR CLARITY CALL TODAY!

READY TO CREATE
YOUR OWN SUCCESS STORY?

Talking to Gabrielle is endlessly inspiring, thought-provoking
and fascinating, because she is such a complex, curious and
intelligent woman versed in many modalities. She is equally
sensual, sensitive and totally committed - holding every
woman to her highest and most well-rounded potential.
- Liivi Hess, Freedom Lifestyle Business Success Coach

In my opinion, it takes balance to live a full life. Gabrielle has
a gift for helping women who want it all to achieve that
balance by up-leveling every aspect of their life instead of
balancing to the lowest common denominator. She is able to
do this because she lives and breathes excellence, feminine
magnetism, and soulful affluence.
-Liesa Harte, Freedom Lifestyle Strategist

I tripled my income, lost more than 20 pounds, saved and
invested money and started my own business. What is
impossible to measure in dollars or pounds is my newfound
self-esteem, which has rocketed skyward since starting the
program. Self-actualized and successful—what a glorious
place to be!
-Robin McMacken, Business Owner, Author

As former head coach for the world’s largest personal and
financial development program I have worked with hundreds of
Coaches. Gabrielle stands out among the best of the best. Her
clients have received more recognition for outstanding
achievements than any of the more than 100 Coaches in our
program. If you want to dramatically increase your income,
free up your time, enjoy life more and reach your incredible
potential, do what I do - call her!
- G. White, Former Head Coach, Peak Potentials

It almost shocks me when I reflect on how much of a growth
curve I experienced working with Gabrielle. In less than 3
months of working together, I tripled my income while buying
back 10% of my time!
-Nitsa Nakos, Entrepreneur

Gabrielle is truly a one-of- a-kind woman and coach. She brings
such a fresh perspective and outlook on life. I can tell you, just
from my personal experience while working with her, my life has
been completely transformed in the most positive, exciting, and
joyful way. She truly is a coach who is fully committed to your
success in life and in business. So if you’re ready to kick it into
gear and achieve the results you desire for yourself, look no
further than Gabrielle!
-Whitley Sisneros, Marketing Strategist

ABOUT GABRIELLE
As a Women's Wealth & Empowerment Coach, Gabrielle Whitney has helped hundreds
of people create 6 + 7-figure businesses and transform their lives on every level. With an
extensive background in business, psychology, spirituality, and sacred sexuality, along
with 12 years of coaching experience and a commitment to optimal health, she brings a
unique perspective to her work.
Gabrielle helps ambitious, high-level women remove their money blocks, skyrocket
their income, and experience more passion, pleasure and free time than ever before!
Her programs combine femininity with professional excellence and personal
transformation.
Gabrielle is a Certified Tapping Into Wealth Coach and has 2 Masters degrees: Sport
Management + Spiritual Psychology. Her passion for life is contagious, and she never
wants to look back with regrets and think, “What if?” and “If only.”
For more information, please go to RichSexyFree.com.

Double Your Income.
Skyrocket Your Confidence.
Experience More Passion, Pleasure
& Free Time Than Ever Before!

NEW TO MY WORK?
Access My Exclusive Free Resources Below!

BUSINESS

MONEY

Feminine Entrepreneur’s Path
To Unlimited Money, Pleasure & Freedom

Money Mastery & Manifestation:
Eliminate Your Money Blocks Now

BODY BLISS

SENSUALITY

Feel Insanely Confident
Experience Total Body Freedom

The Sensual Entrepreneur:
Pleasure As Your Pathway To Success

POWER

COMMUNITY

Ignite Your Power
Tap Into Money & Explode Your Visibility

Women’s Wealth & Empowerment Circle
Join My Free (Private) Group Now

REQUEST YOUR FREE CLARITY CALL
FOR WOMEN WHO WANT IT ALL AND TAKE A
STAND FOR THE “AND”...

Success and soul.
Money and meaning.
Pleasure and play.
Passion and partnership.
Love and friendship.
Intimacy and ecstasy.

RICHSEXYFREE.COM

